
TRUSTING THE
UNTRUSTWORTHY

PENRYNODELMAN

-"I.know I was .all right on !'1iday when I got up; if anything I was
feeling more stolid than us!al." ' so says Marion ilacAlpin in tie first
sentence of Atwood's The Eilible Woman. But the woman who emerges
gver th9 next few pages is not stolid. Far from being impassive, Marlon
E quick to -notic-e the absurdity of the people aiound her and
sharptongued in her expression of it. She- hai every attribute of
intelligence but self-knowledge. But, for at least part of ihe novel, it is
Marion who tells us what is happening, and we might wonder how we
can tru*_ he-r perceptions of others when she perceives herself so
p99rly..Tne folly Marion sees in the people around her must be real;
otherwise her desire to escape it, th; main concern of the novel, is
fatuous sclf-indulgence. Atwood asks us to aecept Marion's assessments
of the other characters and to doubt her judgements of herself.
The reason for this confusing state of affairs is clear; the novel is both

a namative in the first person and a satire, and these forms of writing
usually imply attitudes that contradict each other. L*e The Eitibic
Woman, most novels in the first per-son deal with the narrator's gaining
of self-knowledge; they demand that the narrator take part-in the
events.he describes, and they depend on the possibility of change. But,
according to Gloria Onley, "Dickens'caricaturis and Bergson's e:ssay on
mechanization as a principle of comedy seem to underlie Atwid's
satirieal description of character and behaviour."" We laugh at such
eharacters because they do not change and, therefore, cinnot gain
self-tnowledge._ Furthermore, the person who perceives the
shallowness and rigidity of such cardboard caricatures iannot interactwith them without seeming to turn into cardboard also. Marion
sometimes seems to be as foolish as the fools she so wittily describes,
particularly when her struggle with them is so intense; she-ought to be
able to dismiss them easily.
Problems of this sort are typical of Atwood's writing. In fact, they

$em to underlie Linda Roger's criticism of "the failure of compassion inthe characters who dance in an involuntbry .circle 
around her

ice'woman. No one is strong enough to ehallenge her $upremacy at the
eentre of the universe and this is a weakness, as her vbiie becomes toofident, losing conviction."' Apparently the caricatured shallowness of
the other characters makes the problems of the protagonist-narrator
*em contrived.
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We might wonder, then, why Atwood chose to indulge her satirical
wit in a narrative of personal growth - or, alternatively, to present
much of her satirical novel as a first-person narrative. Thematically,
the answer to that is obvious; The Edfrl,e Wom.on is not just a novel
containing caricatures, it is a novel about carieature. Its characters
have chosen their rigidity as a defensive response to the complexities of
living, and Marion must understand that before she can escape her own
self-caricature, her idea that she is an ordinary "sensible" girl. Marion
suffers something similar to the "Rapunzel syndrome" Atwood
describes in Suruiual, and she must "find a way out of the rigid. . .
stereotype in whieh she finds herself shut like a moth in a chrysalis.""
According to Atwood, such cocoons are usually forbiddingly hard shells
that protect and imprison the warm, Ioving qualities of the women they
contain; Marion's chrysalis is her soft femininity. Eventually she
acknowledges and learns to trust the perceptions of her witty
intelligence, the very thing the "sensible" girl refused to be aware of
but that readers of the novel have been enjoying all along.
But letting Marion tell her own story has not made things easy for the

novelist, who has to make the limits of her narrator's trustworthiness
clear to her readers. That Atwood was conscious of the problem is clear
in her insistence that readers of the novel notice it. While Part One and
Part Three of. The Eiltblp Woman are in the first person, Part Two
seems to be told by the objective voice of an uninvolved narrator. The
change inevitably draws attention to how the story is being told.
In Part One, Marion does not seem to be very trustworthy; like most

first-person narrators, she is too involved in the events she describes to
avoid distortion, and in any case her lack of self-knowledge is obvious.
But Marion's characteristic attitude is clinical detachment, and as it
turns out, the narrator of Part Two speaks with the same dispassionate
distance. The similarity between Marion's attitude in Part One and that
of the apparently uninvolved narrator of Part Two eases our doubts
about her trustworthiness.
But the voice of Part Two is really Marion's voice. We do not know

that until Part Three, when Marion says "that I was thinking of myself
in the first person singular again" (p.278). While the change signals an
important step in the development of Marion's self-knowledge, Atwood
has still duped us into accepting the omniscient objectivity of a voice
that had no objectivity. She has done that, I think, so that we will trust
Marion's estimations of the other characters and believe in her need to
move beyond them.
Still, we cannot accept everything Marion tells us; she may be

objective, but the structure of the novel demands that she frequently
be wrong about herself. Atwood makes us understand that by allowing
obvious contradictions between Marion's behaviour and Marion's
interpretations of it. Near the beginning of the novel, Marion says, "I
got so caught up in being efficient' for Ainsley's benefit while
complimenting myself on my moral superiority to her that I didn't
realize how late it was until she reminded tn"" (p. 12). After that, we

cannot believe in Marion's efficieney. A few pages later, she prefaces
an astute and intricate description of the internal workingj of the
company she works for with the comment that ,,I have only hazy
notions of the organizational structure of Seynour Surveys', (p.-19); so
we cannot trust her. ignorance either. By the time Marion igrees to
take on an extra assignment from her boss because ,,my laten-ess that
morning had given her leverage"(p. 2b), even though no evidence of
anyone's annoyance with her has been provided, we understand that
her real motivation was lack of self-confidence. we have learned not to
trust Marion's comments about herself.,
Our distrust of Marion allows us to feel superior to her and to laugh ather comic self-blindness. We understand Marion better thari she

understands herself, much as Marion's witty intelligenee allows her to
understand her friends better than they understand themselves. But
Marion know the other characters are more foolish than they think; we
know she is more intelligent than she thinks. Our enjoyment of the real
\Iariol's perceptive wit makes us admire her intiliigence and hope
that she will learn to acknowledge it. We sympathize with Marion even
when she is blind to the truth about herself.

But Atwood's manipulation of her narrator goes further than that.
Marion's ability to describe the other characteis so wittily denies her
faulty image of herself; in fact, her story continually contains
implications she is not aware of. At one point, she guesses that the
cause of her erratic behaviour "was my subconscious getting ahead of
my conscious self, and the subconscious has its own togic" (p. 101); in
this novel, it also has its own language.

_ 
Take, for instanee, Marion's inability to eat. It surprises her when it

happens; but we have been carefully prepared lor it. From the
beginning, the book is permeated with imagbs of food and of things
related to food. The first conversation is about teeth, the second aboit
pork chops. Marion sees even inedible objects in terms of food. She
speaks of a fan "stirring the air around like a spoon in soup,' (p. 1T), of
Seymour- Surveys being 'like an ice-cream sindwich" (ir. ig), of a
woman's hair "the colour of a metal refrigerator-tray" (p. 20). Marion's
"subconscious" appears to know the significance of eating long before
her conscious mind is aware of it.
Finally, it is the underlying implications of Marion's language that

make the novel work. While she is unaware of the meanlng-of her
actions, her "subcondeious" is hard at work, produeing images-that let
readers of the novel understand her problem. And bectuse these
lmages are so consistent and so carefully organized, wb know that
Marion is not as foolish as her behaviour or her lack of self-knowledge
might suggest.
In his introduction to the New Canadian Library edition of. The Edible

Woman, Alan Dawe suggests that
When "poor old Fischer" expatiates - in Chapter 22 - on Alice in
Wond,erland, as a"sexual-identity-crisis book," the reader who takes
the trouble to follow him closely can see that the trio of alternatives
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that Fischer gives to Alice are similar to the three that Margaret
Atwood has given to Marion 1p. iii)'

While Dawe is right, Fischer's discussion suggests more than
iri"rp"Lt"t6.r of cla""".ier; almost everything in it is reminiscent of
images found elsewhere in Marion's narrative'
Forinstance,FischersaysthatAlice..rejectsMaternitywhenthe

UuU".ft";. been nursing turns into a pig" (p' 194);-t!r9 gterlanr
,*tl.""i btara catts hei daughter a "little pi'" (p._206). Fischer's
lserpent, hostile to eggs" has lis counterpart in Len Slank' the slimy
d"Iil;;; "f young lrls who has hated eggs since. childhood' And
Marion discoveis Fiicher's "all-too-female mushroom which is perlectly
.i[nj i;t;hich has the power to make you either smaller or larger
ifru"-n""-"f" in a beaufy parlor: "she 

-Iooked sideways down the
urr",nUii-fir" of women 

- 
seated in identical mauve chairs under

d;;;t"i;hi"ti"g mushroom-shaped machines.' ' ' Was this what she
;;r;;i;s pushed towards,.this cbmpound of the simplv^1e-s9!a!l-e 1nd
if," .i-pi''.".ttanical? An electric-mushroom" (p-p. 209-10). .Marioni;;. ;i; rnachine larger than life, but diminished in Duncan's eyes.

6;;;";-tir Aiwood in"tends Fischer's discussion a9 a gui{e to. the
*iir.ittgt ""f Marion's subconscious; we are actually reading about
Marionis adventures underground. u

Marion sees herself as a "little girl descending into-the very
;il;it; ;bit-burrow" (p. 194) earlv in the novel' As Peter tells
L"'n" of his hunting experiences, Marion's "mind withdrew'
.o*"*"uting instead Jn the'picture of the sc_e-ne in the forest" tp. 69).
Sot u, she siys, ..I couldn't iee the rabbit." When she retreats to the
;;;ilo;, ':tfie'roll of toilet paper crouched in there with me' helpless

"na 
*t it" and furry, waiting passively for the end" (p' 70)' Marion has

io*a ift" rabbit she could n"ot see eariier, and she seems to identify its
olisht with her own. Perhaps she could not see the rabbit because she
irr? tft" t"Ubih and in L'en's apartment she again escap-es into a

;;;; ,,tf,ough I was only two br three feet lower than the rest of
;h; i ;" "thinking of the room as 'up there" I myself was
una""grouttd, I had dug myself a private burrow" 1p' 76)'

Marion's subconscious metaphor for her situation continues
titt""sh*t ihe no.'el. After shL stops -eating meat, "she 1,"1t 

t*:,"
rabbii crunching all the time on mounds of leafy greenery" (p' utt)'
And if Marion is the rabbit, Peter is always the hunter'

In fact, Marion's refusal to eat is prompted lliti{tf. !V }rer
,uU"orr..iou. recognition of the hunter's violence veiled by Peter's..g_ood

-unnur.. As he uses a knife and fork on his steak, she thinks' "How
.r.iii"iry he did it: no tearing, no ragged edges. And yet it was a violent
;;il, ."tiing; and viol;nee iri-connection with Peter seemed
ir;;;g"fit tJ'her" (p. 150). But her subconscious will not let her
Jir*ii. its wisdom so'easily. It immediately reminds her of hunting
,g"i"t p""tt"ps she is recaling Peter's- tale of rabbit hunting as- she

tf;i.lr 6f the fake lack of viole-nce implied by the "bloodless" hands of

the hunter in the Moose Beer commercial. The commercial then
triggers another memory, this time of the newspaper story about a
young boy who had gone berserk with a rifle: "when he choose
violence it was a removed violence, a manipulation, of specialized
instruments, the finger guiding but never touching. . . It was a violence
of the mind" (p. 151).

Marion's subconseious has shown her the connections between the
boy's use of ".specialized instruments," Peter's use of knife and fork,
and Peter's attitude to herself. Like the animal whose flesh she has
been consuming, Marion is herself potential food, a rabbit hunted in
order to be consumed; her subconscious understanding prevents her
from eating her own surrogate.
But in what sense might Marion be consumed? What exactly is Peter

hunting? Marion's subconscious gives us the answer to that when it
understands Peter's violence in terms of a subtle confusion. His
weapons are his eyes; when he is angry, Marion says that "his eyes
narrowed as though he was taking aim" (p. 81). And as he proposes,
Marion imagines herself captured in his gunsight: "as we stared at each
other. . . I could see myself, small and oval, mirrored in his eyes" (p.
83). But Peter's eyes are not just the guns of a hunter; they are also
the camera of a photographer, taking aim and capturing Marion's
image. In fact, it is this two-dimensional image of Marion, the
cardboard caricature she pretends to be, that Peter wants to capture.
Both guns and cameras shoot things, and Peter's hobbies include both

hunting and photography. If Marion begins by identifying herself with
the rabbit Peter shot, she finally escapes' him when he attempts to take
her with his apparently lethal camera: "she could not let him catch her
this time. Once he pulled the trigger she would be stopped, fixed
indissolubly in that gesture, that single stance, unable to move or
change" 1p. 2ab). What would be "fixed" is Marion as Peter wants her
to be - his image of her. She would turn into a photograph of herself,
an unchanging cardboard figure. She would always have to be the same
Marion, the Marion Peter thinks he is in love with.
This Marion is the stolid, sensible girl in whom readers of the novel

cannot believe. For Marion, that stolidness is a disguise; because it is
what people expect her to be, it simplifies her dealings with them. Like
the clothes she chooses, it is "a eamouflage or a protectivb colouration"
1p. 1a). Ironically, it is the camouflage that Peter thinks he loves and
tries to capture. When Marion disguises herself most completely, in her
red party dress and thick makeup, she is afraid of losing herself
completely:

what was it that lay beneath the surface these pieces were floating
on, holding them all together? She held both of her naked arms out
towards the mirror. They were the only portion of her flesh that
was.without a cloth or nylon or leather or varnish covering, but in
the glass even they looked fake, like soft pinkish-white rubber or
plastic, boneless, flexible. , . (p.229l.
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Even the real parts of her seem doll-like. Earlier, Marion had believed
that since she and Peter "had been seeing each other only on weekends
the veneer hadn't had a chance to wear off (p. 61). But when she is
"inside her finely-adjusted veneers" (p. 22gl-of. red dress and thiek
makeup, Peter Iikes her best of all.
If Peter is so interested in capturing Marion's deceptive veneer, it is

not surprising that he is soradept at disguising his own violenee. As
Ainsley says, he is "nicely packaged" (p. 146); Marion must learn to
distrust the deception of that package. Not surprisingly, her
subconscious makes packaging an important metaphor for a curious
form of deadliness throughout the novel.
In terms of food, packaging makes the violence of eating, the

apparently unacceptable idea that we are beasts who consume the flesh
of other beasts, bearable: "what fiendishness went on in kitchens
across the country, in the name of providing food! But the only
alternative. . seemed to be the cellowrapped and pl.asticoated and
cardboard-cartoned surrogates. Substitutes, or merely disguises?,' (p.
155) If such disguises allow us to ignore our fiendish eaiing habiG,
perhapg we can similarly disguise the emotional violence we peiform on
each other. Marion understands that Ainsley's "pink-ginghlm purity"
(p. 119) is a device to trap Len: "it's like birdliming, or-spearing fish 6y
lantern or something" (p. 70). And she realizes that Lucy, tfie offici
virgin, is playing the same game,

trailing herself like a many-plumed fish-lure with glass beads and
three spinners and seventeen hooks through the likely-looking
places, good restaurants and cocktail bars with their lush deed-bedi,
of potted philodendrons, where the right kind of men might be
expected to be lurking, ravenous as pike (p. 112).

Apparently everyone has packaged himself as camouflage for the hunt;
everyone is hunting everyone else's camouflage. In sueh relationships,
what is under the camouflage never comes into play. It dissolves awiy,
and almost everyone in the novel suffers the same problem Joe accuses
Clara of: "she doesn't have anything left inside, she's hollow, she
doesn't know who she is anymore; her core has been destroy"6" (p.
236).
Such dangerously stultifying packages should be removed, but Marion

is faced with an apparently impossible choice. If 3he allows peter to
capture her "veneer," her real self may vanish.'But what will happen if
she remgves the camouflage? Marion has thought of herself aj being
"sensible" for so long that she is not sure she can eope with the world ii
any-other way._Perhaps it is the package that givei her her shape and
holds her together.
Marion's subconscious copes with this problem by engendering a

series of images of eggs and turtles, objects with hard shelli protecCing
soft insides. When Len Slank is threatened by Ainsley's seduction o-f
him, Marion comments on "his eyes exposed and weak without their
usual fence of glass and tortoise-shell" (p. lb?); the "tortoise-shell"

could not be understood so literaty if Marion had not just been thinkingabout turtles and the process by which tt"y """ boiled alive to beeaten' Later. Len explains how he came to hate eggs, and Marion seesLen.himserr as. a-r 9dt; hi. ;;;J-J;i;'iiain* fr,?i.."*a'-irtu" i"yinside: "his sheil had not been ur lr,i* and canoused as she

H::!ffi;qiifli,liiii."-iiltlf '*ltriii;l"hl;ll::rb,-*i:ti
shoes full of albumin" (p. 160).
Len keeps his shell on tq protect himself; without it he dissipates intoa. formless puddle. For_this 

"""ron M;"i;;;; subconscious;;il ;"strange choice of describing the almost ,""t"r. Oun."n *itt -il;;"images it used for the wom-anizer L";. fi;;;, keeps ,,his head drawndown into the neck of his dark r*""t"" ri[" " turtle"s into il, .r,"u;ip.e4), and even when hedoes.end 
"p 

i" L;e;th ffi,ili,; ilin'i'Trl.ll""back into the bedclothes !i!e a i""tf"lrt"-iis shell,, (p. Zbg). In fact,Duncan seems to be the Mock r".tr" ir,if fi.;h;" ...puil;,"i.ir.ii,discussion oL Ari'ce in wond,errand,,--i'"n.i*"a in his shell and hisself-pity, a definitely pre-adolesceni.t *"t""" tp. fd.
But if Duncan is a "mock" turtre, it is because he is not as tough as hepretends to be. Although he compar". trimser to "a frenzied ii;;ib',(p. 95), another creatuie. with. a fough .fr"U *a " ,ott .uni"u, ;;;;iiywants to be an amoeba:,.they're imfrortal. . .-;;J;;;;;;';;;;;ft;iflexible" (p. 201) - like a raw egg removed from its shell.
Unfortunately, Duncaa is like an egg in another sense. As Fischerunwittingly suggests, he is.,,pre_ado['.."nt I ril.; "-;i;il ;fr;ffi';"emerge from his-egg, he packages trimself in his eccentricity in o"dl'" ioavoid real life. He sees iimseHls the babyl,bo"",, in f,i, Jt*;ff;; ;the unusrl?l minage a trois of his afarirneni'(p. s+), and as he savs"Maybe I'm a latent_. homosexuai . -:- 

-o, " _;;;u*i:;" 
" 

"riiJrii
heterosexuat. Anvwav I'm pretty latent;, 1p. iriol. dr,"" r," i"J, rii"il"allow himself to emerse, e;;i;i;;;';";5;;;; il"t'ift;'in t"'Tii;hotel room, she seesii* ;-; ;nl*i;;;;
insubstantial i'1r," a"*"ess,, (p. zs4) -,h"i"fr:H:i::r 

tl#"%#til:
had always known he was. ^gut Iiunc; fuas tris-to;;il;;;unbearable, and he restores his shell ly fyins to Marion about hissexuar.experience, telling ler !!a! she did g;i lt"i*;t;fii.;.i"ri"'i""hatch" him into manhood (p. 264).
Juncan representS a use of packaging directly opposite to peter,s.Peter uses camouflaEe to disguise iii." "i"r"r.L, blrr.un ;; ;;;;;himself from violenfe. _Becarise bu".un;.-"upproach seems to beparticularly enticing to Marion, trer subconscious perceives a similaritvbetween hersetf ana nim. Ad ;;"-;;i;ililil;;il"t,#'1'.ifi'"'.
changeling. . . They kepr telliag -". ;t;;;;ere roo big; bur realtyI'm not human at all, I come frim the irna"rs.oona,, tp. iif l. n{-"rf"ialso sees herself as a creature with ;;;-;;;., a rabbit, and fleesunderground to her burrow
But Marion's subconscious forces her to understand that identifying
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hersel{ with Duncan would be a bad decision. When he takes her to see
the mummy-case at the museum, he tries to make her admire it.
Marion is tempted, particularly because its "stylized eyes. . ' gazed up
at her with an expression of serene vacancy" (p. 186). Aceording to
Duncan, this beauliful shell represents a serene invulnerability to the
ravages of time and life; as he looks at it, he says, "Sometimes I think
I'd like to live forever" (p. 18?). For Duncan, the mummy-case
symbolizes an ideal state of being. But invulnerability to life is, in fact,
death, and Marion realizes that when she looks at "the shrivelled
figure" in the open mummy-case. The beautiful hard shell protects only
a "well-preserved" corpse.

Duncan finally finds "serene vacancy" near the end of the novel, when
he flees the complex demands of emotional involvement with Marion,
retreats inside his shell, and moves "underground," into the "cavity in
the city" (p. 262), the empty ravine that is as far down as you can go in
the city of Toronto. Here Duncan possesses "serene vacancy"; he is
"close to absolute zero, . . in the snow you're as near as possible to
nothing" (p. 263). Like the mummified corpse, Duncan's real self is
shrivelled; that is the price one pays for a shell of invulnerability.
Marion must realize the truth of what Duncan had said earlier before
she can reject his choice: "as long as you only think about the surface I
suppose it's all right. . but once you start thinking about what's
inside..."(p. 188).
But whenever Marion thinks about what is inside herself, she becomes

afraid of removing her shell and exposing it. When Duncan first meets
Marion off the job, he tells her that "without that official shell you look
sort of - exposed".(p.93). Marion cannot decide if that is good or bad,
but later, when Duncan indulges in an orgy of self-revelation, she says,
"It seemed foolhardy to me, like an uncooked egg deciding to come out
of its shell: there would be a risk of spreading out too far, turning into
a formless puddle" 1p. 99). Her fear of formlessness becomes most
obvious as she bathes before Peter's party. She decides to "indulge her
desire to lie back. . . , to float with the water washing gently over her
nearly-submerged body" (pp. 217-18). Dissolving into this nearly
drowned state, Marion sees "a curiously-sprawling pink thing," an
amoeba-like object which turns out to be a reflection of "her own
waterlogged body." Marion has almost turned into "a formless puddle."
But hearing footsteps outside the door, she feels vlrlnerable: "all at
once she was afraid that she was dissolving, corning apart layer by
layer like a piece of cardboard in a gutter puddle." Significantly, she
fears there will be nothing left if she loses her cardboard exterior. And
so she returns to her shell: "it was safer on the dry beach of the eold
tiled floor. She slid her engagement ring back onto her finger, seeing
the hard circle for a moment as a protective talisman that would help
keep her together." Atwood's choice of words here is a little peculiar;
but the "hard cirele" is like the "hard gold circle" of the bangle Lucy
wore earlier at the office party, and which Marion concentrated on as
"a fixed barrier between herself and that liquid amorphous other" (p.
16?), the "sargasso-sea of femininity" she had also been afraid of

drowning
eggshells.

both hard circles share the protective qualities of

Eventually Marion breaks through her shell, specifically, the
"finely-adjusted veneers" of red dress and thick makeup Ainsley had
helped her to hide behind. She sees herself in this makeup as
"egyptian-lidded" (p. 2221; she has become like,the mummy-case she
looked at earlier. Understanding that it is this shell that Peter is really
hunting, this cardboard photograph of a "tiny two-dimensional small
figure in a ied dress, posed like a paper woman in a mail-order
catalogue" 1p. 2 B), and not the real person hidden behind it, she
refuses to allow Peter to pull the trigger of his camera and take her.
And having escaped his violence, she conceives the idea of symbolically
feeding Peter his prey, in the form of the cake woman; she understands
that it represents what he really wanted all along.
Finally, she consumes it herself. Having learned from Peter the

danger of packaging as camouflage, and from Duncan the danger of
packaging as defence, she can step outside her shell, the fixed image
that stultifies growth, and emerge as a mature being, responsive to
change. Her fears of dissipation have disappeared; she has learned
from both Duncan and Peter that there is less to be afraid of without a
shell than there is wearing one.
Ail of these images come together to provide, not just the information

a reader needs to understand Marion's behaviour when she does not
understand it herself, but also a convincing description of the
"subconscious" workings of Marion's mind. Because Marion tells the
story, it is she who provides the imagery that makes it meaningful and
that eventually allows her to understand herself. Of course, Atwood
helps her a little; the other characters continually say things that, like
Fischer's discussion of Alice in Wond,erland,, confirm the significance of
Marion's subconscious imagery. But the novel is still a convincing
narrative of personal growth, one that can afford the witty perceptions
of a satirically-minded narrator.
But above all, The Eiliblp Womanis a novel of character. While most

of the people it describes are caricatures, the fact that they are seen as
such offers a subtle insight into the workings of one carefully
delineated consciousness - that of the narrator herself. According to
Linda Rogers, "the wbman at the centre of her [Atwood's] universe is
numb. She eannot feel and she cannot give. The value of her existence
lies in observation. What is lacking is the humanity which will tie the
brilliant impressions together."u But, ironically, it turns out that
Marion MacAlpin is "numb" only when she tries to ilenE that the value
of her existence lies in observation; she learns to value herself for the
right reasons when she no longer aspires to a vaguely sentimental (and
traditionally female) "humanity," nor tries to "feel" or "give" in ways
that are identifiable and comfortable to those less pereeptive than
herself. In this sense, and in terms of Atwood's categories in Suruiual,
Marion has been afraid to be an "ice-woman" so much that she has
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misrepresented herself; her triumph is that she does zot sink into that
*u"."'tu.gusso-sea of femininity." Atwood's clever manipulations of
point of viJw and imagery tie Marion's brilliant impressions together,
and make her a sympithLtic and believable character, a woman who
knows, as Yeats-knew, that "there's more enterprise/In walking
naked."'
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